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Goals for today

• Discuss the relation between actuarial judgment and 
definitions of artificial intelligence, machine learning, and deep
learning

• Discuss problems of overfitting when using actuarial
approaches and possible solutions

• Discuss the problem of bias in actuarial approaches and 
possible solutions

• Discuss issues concerning the adoption of actuarial judgment
in practice 
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Artificial Intelligence
branch of computer science dedicated to 

creating artificial systems that can perform tasks
that typically require human intelligence

Machine learning
branch of computer science dedicated

to building systems that learn from
data

Deep learning
subset of machine learning

using neural networks trained
on large amounts of data

Actuarial judgment
refers to decision-making
processes that rely on statistical
models, algorithms, or actuarial
tables. These tools are used to 
predict outcomes based on 
quantitative data from past
cases. Actuarial judgment
emphasizes objectivity and 
consistency, using empirical
data and predefined rules to 
make predictions or decisions, 
without the influence of the 
decision maker’s momentary
state.
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Jordan, M. I., & Mitchell, T. M. (2015). Machine learning: Trends, perspectives, and prospects. 
Science, 349(6245), 255–260. http://doi.org/10.1126/science.aaa8415

Different types of machine learning…

“Machine learning is a 
discipline focused on two 
interrelated questions: How 
can one construct 
computer systems that 
automatically improve 
through experience? and 
What are the fundamental 
statistical-computational-
information-theoretic laws 
that govern all learning 
systems, including 
computers, humans, and 
organizations?”

http://doi.org/10.1126/science.aaa8415
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Limitations of actuarial judgment: Overfitting

Gigerenzer, G., & Brighton, H. (2009). Homo Heuristicus: Why biased minds make better inferences.
Topics in Cognitive Science, 1(1), 107–143. doi:10.1111/j.1756-8765.2008.01006.x



How can one avoid overfitting?

• Regularization: Use regularisation in the estimation of model 
parameters (e.g. ridge or lasso regression)

Yarkoni, T. & Westfall, J. (2017). Choosing prediction over explanation in psychology: Lessons from
machine learning. Perspectives on Psychological Science, 12(6), 1100-1122.
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lasso regression: |β| (βs are reduced in size, resulting in automatic feature 
selection, with some βs becoming zero)
ridge regression: β2 (squaring reduces the size of extreme βs).
elastic net: |β| + β2 (the best of both worlds)



How can one avoid overfitting?
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Training Test (holdout)

• Cross-validation: Compare models in how well they predict 
out-of-sample (cross-validation/prediction)

Yarkoni, T. & Westfall, J. (2017). Choosing prediction over explanation in psychology: Lessons from
machine learning. Perspectives on Psychological Science, 12(6), 1100-1122.



How can one avoid overfitting?
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• Averaging: Use modeling approaches that integrate averaging 
(e.g., random forest) or use different models and combine their 
predictions

Athey, S., & Imbens, G. W. (2019). Machine Learning Methods That Economists Should Know About.
Annual Review of Economics, 11(1), 685–725. https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev-economics-080217-053433

https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev-economics-080217-053433
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Complex algorithms may lead to only small increases in performance!

Mullainathan, S., & Spiess, J. (2017). Machine Learning: An applied econometric approach.
Journal of Economic Perspectives, 31(2), 87–106. http://doi.org/10.1257/jep.31.2.87

http://doi.org/10.1257/jep.31.2.87
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Complex algorithms do not guarantee predictability!
“How predictable are life trajectories? We investigated this question with a scientific mass
collaboration using the common task method; 160 teams built predictive models for six life
outcomes using data from the Fragile Families and Child Wellbeing Study, a high-quality birth
cohort study. Despite using a rich dataset and applying machine-learning methods optimized
for prediction, the best predictions were not very accurate and were only slightly better than
those from a simple benchmark model. Within each outcome, prediction error was strongly
associated with the family being predicted and weakly associated with the technique used to
generate the prediction. Overall, these results suggest practical limits to the predictability of
life outcomes in some settings and illustrate the value of mass collaborations in the social
sciences.”

Salganik, M. J., et al. 2020. (2020). Measuring the predictability of life outcomes with a scientific
mass collaboration. PNAS, http://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/CXSECU

http://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/CXSECU
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O’Neil
“.. algorithms are opinions embedded in code”!
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Tay, L., Woo, S. E., Hickman, L., Booth, B. M., & D’Mello, S. (2022). A Conceptual Framework for Investigating and
Mitigating Machine-Learning Measurement Bias (MLMB) in Psychological Assessment. Advances in Methods and
Practices in Psychological Science, 5 (1),1–30.

Limitations of actuarial judgment: Bias
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Tay, L., Woo, S. E., Hickman, L., Booth, B. M., & D’Mello, S. (2022). A Conceptual Framework for Investigating and
Mitigating Machine-Learning Measurement Bias (MLMB) in Psychological Assessment. Advances in Methods and
Practices in Psychological Science, 5 (1),1–30.
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Tay, L., Woo, S. E., Hickman, L., Booth, B. M., & D’Mello, S. (2022). A Conceptual Framework for Investigating and
Mitigating Machine-Learning Measurement Bias (MLMB) in Psychological Assessment. Advances in Methods and
Practices in Psychological Science, 5 (1),1–30.
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Adoption of actuarial methods

Highhouse, S. (2008). Stubborn reliance on intuition and subjectivity in employee selection. Industrial and 
Organizational Psychology, 1(3), 333–342. https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1754-9434.2008.00058.x
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Adoption of actuarial methods: Algorithm aversion

Dietvorst, B. J., Simmons, J. P., & Massey, C. (2015). Algorithm aversion: People erroneously avoid algorithms after 
seeing them err. Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, 144(1), 114–126. http://doi.org/10.1037/xge0000033

Dietvorst et al. conducted 
experiments where participants 
were shown the performance of 
both algorithms and humans on 
prediction tasks. The participants 
were then asked to choose 
whether they would rely on the 
algorithm or a human for future 
predictions, sometimes after 
seeing one or both make errors. 
The results showed the tendency 
of people to avoid using 
algorithms after they have seen 
them make mistakes, even if the 
algorithms have a better overall 
performance than humans

http://doi.org/10.1037/xge0000033
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False expectations -> decision makers may have incorrect/unrealistic 
beliefs about the performance of algorithms 
Lack of decision control -> decision makers may strive for autonomy
Lack of incentivization -> incentives for algorithmic use may be unclear 
or misaligned (effort vs. performance)
Combatting intuition -> decision makers may have incorrect 
(overconfident) beliefs about own intuition
Conflicting concepts of rationality -> lack of a match between algorithm’s 
knowledge and those of the individual (risk vs. uncertainty)

Burton, J. W., Stein, M. K., & Jensen, T. B. (2019). A systematic review of algorithm aversion in augmented decision
making. Journal of Behavioral Decision Making, 27(11), 1309–20. http://doi.org/10.1002/bdm.2155

Adoption of actuarial methods: Algorithm aversion

http://doi.org/10.1002/bdm.2155
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Adoption of actuarial methods

Kaplan, A. D., Kessler, T. T., Brill, J. C., & Hancock, P. A. (2023). Trust in artificial intelligence: Meta-analytic findings. 
Human factors: The Journal of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society, 65(2), 337–359. 
https://doi.org/10.1177/00187208211013988

Trust in AI depends both on human and AI characteristics

https://doi.org/10.1177/00187208211013988


Summary

• Actuarial judgement: Actuarial judgment has direct links to machine learning
techniques because it often implies using statistical models that learn from data
to perform estimation or categorization tasks.

• Overfitting: Overfitting occurs when models’ predictions are tuned to noise
rather than signal in available data and more complex models are not always
better because such models may be affected by noise; machine learning
techniques offer potential remedies, including regularization, cross-validation,
and ensemble methods.

• Bias: A problem emerging from the use of actuarial approaches is the codifying
of undesired “opinions” in code; cconceptual frameworks exist for investigating
and mitigating bias in machine learning applications, typically involving some
form of auditing models for specific biases.

• Algorithm adoption: actuarial approaches are not always applied in practice;
there is an ongoing academic debate centered around the reasons for lack of
adoption of algorithms in professional settings, including the role of training,
expectations, incentives, etc.; more work is needed…
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